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including both the economic and policy context.
We present relevant descriptive statistics
and relate recent trends in the development
of the sectors to the role of immigrants in
the workforce. In order to understand the
mechanisms at a more granular level, we
also undertook a small number of case-study
interviews conducted with migrants in each of
our chosen sectors.

Together, these sources enable us, amongst
other topics, to further explore the recruitment
channels by which migrants came to work in
Europe; the interaction between demand-side
and supply-side drivers; the specic nature o
labouror skill shortagesaddressedbymigration;
the complementarities with native workers; and,

to a limited and speculative extent, the ways
in which the sector might have developed, or
might develop in future, in the absence of large
immigration ows.

Given the methodological approach taken here
– sector case studies combined with a limited
number o qualitative interviews – we do not
attempt formal quantitative or econometric
analysis, except in one limited example, both
for reasons of data availability and, more
undamentally, the inherent difculties in
properly specifying a counterfactual.

The paper concludes by discussing the
implications for policy at a European, national
and sectoral level.
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effect of immigrants, particularly highly skilled
immigrants or those working in specic elds,
who may contribute more to innovation.
Second, harder to quantiy, the indirect eects
on a country, sector or region as a whole –
including native workers – romgreater diversity
in workforces or teams, or of complementarities
between immigrant and native workers. There
is a considerable body of evidence that suggests
that immigration is associated with increased
innovation (for example, that immigrants are
more likely to register patents, and that this, in
turn, leads to an increase in patent activity on
the part o natives) (Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle,
2010). Immigration is also associated with
international trade and knowledge transfer,
particularly in high-tech industries.

At the aggregate level, recent literature uses
cross-country evidence to estimate the impact
of migration on growth and productivity in
advanced economies, generally using an
instrumental variable approach to establish that
the impact is causal, not simply a correlation.
Boubtane et al. (2016) nd that migration
in general boosts productivity in advanced
economies, but by varying amounts; Jaumotte
et al. (2016) nd that a one per cent increase
in the migrant share of the adult population
results in an increase in GDP per capita and
productivity of approximately two per cent. This
result is consistent across a variety of empirical
specications. Perhaps surprisingly, the
estimated aggregate impacts of high and low
skilled migration are not signicantly dierent
(although the distributional implications are
very different). In a within-country perspective,
Peri (2012), with a state-based analysis in US,
nds that a one per cent increase in immigration
raises total factor productivity (TFP) by 0.5 per
cent, mainly thanks to increased specialization
induced by immigrants’ inows. In France,
Mitaritonna et al (2017) nd similar results
looking at TFP in manufacturing at the level of
Departments.

More recent UK evidence is also positive. Campo
et al. (2018) exploit geographical variation in
the migrant share of the workforce, again using
an instrumental variable approach to deal with
issues of reverse causality, to estimate the
impact o immigration on productivity. It nds
that a onepercentagepoint increase in the share
of immigrants within a UK local authority leads

to an almost three percentage point increase in
productivity (measured as the growth in Gross
Value Added (GVA) per head over the period
considered). This result holds for both short-
and long-term changes, and at different levels
o geographic disaggregation. Similar results
are obtained by Costas-Fernández (2018) and
Smith (2018), looking at region-sector levels.

Two interesting elements emerge from the
discussion above, found by different papers
using different methodologies and different
data, which inform the discussion below. First,
it is not just that immigration appears to have a
positive impact on productivity growth, but that
this impact is large; indeed, some would argue
implausibly large, reecting perhaps that some
of the estimated impactmay incorporate region-
or sector-specic trends. While we should
therefore be cautious about assuming that
these impacts are necessarily entirely causal,
all these papers use some form of instrumental
variable approach to address this objection, and
the overall weigh of evidence appears strong.

Second, while both theory and casual intuition
would suggest that the impact of high-skilled
migration on productivity would be positive,
while that of low-skilled migration would be
negative or perhaps neutral, there is no clear
evidence from these papers to make this
distinction. Indeed, as noted above, a number
o studies specically nd a positive impact
on productivity from low-skilled migration,
attributable to some of the spillover or
complementarity mechanisms described above.

The implication is that simplistic models of
migration that simply seemigration as adding to
aggregate labour supply, or aggregate human
capital, are unlikely to be particularly useful in
explaining the economic impacts of migration.
Those impacts are likely to depend on which
o the numerous specic causal mechanisms
above are at work, and that in turn is likely
to differ by geography and industry. In our
discussion below, we thereore – recognizing
the limitations of the data and of establishing
causality - attempt to unpick the contributions
of Indian migrants to the development of our
chosen sectors.
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be extended.8 Highly skilled migrants are also
eligible for a single residence permit (GVVA)
which gives them rights to live and work in The
Netherlands, without having to take a separate
work permit.9

Highly skilled migrants were also encouraged to
move to The Netherlands due to a particularly
favourable tax reimbursement ruling, effectively
a tax subsidy - commonly known as the 30%
ruling - available to overseas employees with
‘specic expertise’ most commonly measured
by high salary rates.10 For instance, any foreign
migrant worker earning a minimum o € 37,296
and have previously lived at least 150 km away
rom the Dutch border qualies or the 30%
ruling11, in which 30% of the annual earnings are
tax-free. This tax break was previously available
or a period o 8 years rom the time a migrant
employee moves to The Netherlands. However,
in 2018, the overall duration o this tax break
has been reduced (retrospectively) rom 8 to 5
years, initially with no transition period.12 This
was revised in 2019 to include a transitional
period of 2 years for expatriates who were using
the 30% acility prior to 2019.

The introduction of highly skilled migrant visas
stimulated a signicant increase in Indian
migration in particular; Indian migrants make
up the largest single component of skilled
migration, representing about a quarter of
the total.13 In total, 20,000 Indian workers
received a rst residence permit during the
period o 2005-14, and in 93% o cases this was
a permit for skilled workers.14 Bal (2012) found
that the majority o Indian immigrants in The
Netherlands are highly qualied employees with
a background in IT, consultancy, engineering,
management etc. This is not surprising, given
that the skilled migration route (or university
study, leading to a skilled job) is the main route

8 https://www.expatica.com/nl/visas-and-permits/Dutch-
residence-permit-or-highly-skilled-migrants_104381.
html

9 https://ind.nl/en/work/Pages/Highly-skilled-migrant.
aspx

10 https://www.belastingdienst.nl/wps/wcm/connect/
bldcontenten/belastingdienst/individuals/living_and_
working/working_in_another_country_temporarily/
you_are_coming_to_work_in_the_netherlands/30_facility_
for_incoming_employees/conditions_30_p_facility/
you_possess_a_specic_expertise

11 https://www.belastingdienst.nl/wps/wcm/connect/
bldcontenten/belastingdienst/individuals/living_and_
working/working_in_another_country_temporarily/
you_are_coming_to_work_in_the_netherlands/30_facility_
for_incoming_employees/conditions_30_p_facility/

12 https://www.dutchnews.nl/news/2018/04/no-transition-
period-for-expats-hit-by-30-ruling-cuts-ministry-says/

13 https://ind.nl/nieuws/paginas/nieuwe-inkomenseisen-
kennismigranten-en-blauwe-kaarthouders-gepubliceerd.
aspx

14 https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/social-issues-migration-
health/recruiting-immigrant-workers-the-netherlands-
2016_9789264259249-en#page73

open to Indian migrants to The Netherlands,
in contrast to the UK, where signicant Indian
migration also takes place by the family route
(secondary, or chain, migration).

In 2016, 7555 Indians migrated to The
Netherlands. 3630 migrants came for work, and
2730 or amily reasons.15 A substantial majority
were male.

Table 1. Indian immigration to The
Netherlands

Years Men Women Total

2006 1450 700 2150

2007 1840 850 2690

2008 2425 1215 3640

2009 2080 1220 3300

2010 2105 1255 3360

2011 2500 1485 3985

2012 2500 1660 4160

2013 2900 1780 4680

2014 3230 2050 5280

2015 3840 2555 6395

2016 4425 3130 7555

Source: Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics

Taken together with qualitative research
described below, this suggests that a signicant
proportion, perhaps the majority, o skilled
Indian migrants were married and came with
their spouses and, perhaps, children. This may
reect that the salary threshold avours those
with relatively established careers, rather
than new entrants. Family migrants have full
working rights and thereby can work without
any restrictions on hours or sectors in which
they can work. Additionally, favourable living
conditions, high quality of life, widespread use of
English and a generally welcoming environment
towards expatriates are other reasons why
Netherlands is chosen over other countries by
the Indian expats for working in the IT sector.

15 https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/nl/
dataset/84140NED/table?dl=127BC [Accessed on 29 Oct,
2018]
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c. Migration routes and recruitment
channels

Given the rapid growth of the sector and the
shortages of national (Dutch born or resident)
with the appropriate skills, it is not surprising
that the liberalization of the rules governing
skilled migration to The Netherlands described
above resulted in a rapid rise in the number of
migrants working in this sector. And, as in some
other countries (in particular the UK), Indians
represent by far the largest single source
country.

By 2016, Indians constituted the majority o
those issued with work permits in the IT sector
(including IT development and technical advice),
with 910 permits out o 1583 in this sector
being issued to Indian nationals (China was the
second largest source country); and, conversely,
the majority o work permits issued to Indians
were in this sector (out of a total of 1562 permits
issued to Indians in all sectors).19

Indians also dominated the broader and larger
highly skilledmigrant category described above,
with 3,605 permits issued, 40% of the total, far
exceeding the second largest source country,
the US, with only 10% o the total. This trend has,
i anything, intensied in recent years (in 2008
Indians constituted 33% of the considerably
lower total knowledge worker permits that were
granted). Kirk et al (2017) ound that highly
qualied, young Indians with backgrounds in
information technology, consulting, engineering
andmanagement are the fastest growing group
of Indian expats in The Netherlands.

Table 3. Highly skilled migrants granted a
rst residence permit by nationality in 2016

Top 5 countries 2016

India 3,605

USA 969

China (incl Hong Kong) 520

Turkey 466

Russia 440

Source: Dutch-SOPEMI report, 2017 20

19 Dutch-SOPEMI report (2017) https://www.regioplan.
nl/publicaties/rapporten/dutch_sopemi_report_2017_
migration_statistics_and_migration_policies_in_the_
netherlands , p.48

20 https://www.regioplan.nl/publicaties/rapporten/dutch_
sopemi_report_2017_migration_statistics_and_migration_
policies_in_the_netherlands p.44

One important question for the purposes of this
paper is the routes by which Indian IT workers
are recruited – in particular, is the key driver
the individual worker who chooses to apply for
a job in The Netherlands, or it is the increasing
presence of Indian IT companies, who either
choose to recruit Indians or simply to move
them from India to The Netherlands as an intra-
company transer? Bal (2012: 13) attributes
the increasing immigration of Indians to The
Netherlands (and particularly to Amsterdam)
to the latter, relating it to rapid growth in the
numberof Indiancompanies inTheNetherlands.
This is clearly an important nding and would
seem to argue for the latter explanation.

Currently,more than 200 Indian companies have
their presence in The Netherlands, alongside
the emergence of India as a pivotal business
process offshoring base for Dutch companies
with skills shortages in the IT sector.21 The
Indian IT sector has been a key driver of
India’s economic growth, employing 3.7 million
people, in which the sector contributes to
more than 45% of the country’s total service
exports.22Signicantly, the rising number o
Indian IT rms who are looking or increased
local presence in the western markets, such as
The Netherlands, demonstrates their increasing
role in shaping the output and growth of IT
sectors in the respective countries (Beerepoot &
Roodheuvel, 2016).

However, the ndings rom the case studies
conducted as part of the qualitative input of this
project, detailed below, suggest an alternative,
or at least complementary, driver: a growing
proportion of Indians who are directly applying
to international companies based in The
Netherlands. This in turn appears likely to have
been driven by the rapid growth of the sector,
which has continued to outpace the availability
of skills in the domestic labour market, leading
to Dutch and multinational companies, as well
as Indian companies, looking to India as a
source of skilled labour.

Our case study research provided us with
further evidence on migration methods and
recruitment channels and motivations. Out of
the four participants who moved as knowledge
workers, only one was “on deputation” (that is,
an intra-company transfer) from the company
that he was previously working for in India.
This company uses intra-company transferees

21 https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/
netherlands-emerging-hub-or-indian-rms-in-europe/
article10048530.ece

22 https://atradius.nl/rapport/market-monitor-ict-
india-2017.html
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extensively, both in The Netherlands and
elsewhere (particularly in theUK). However, three
other participants applied directly to a specic
company. One of these subsequently shifted to
another employer. The ability to shift employers
(which is generally not available to transferees,
and not always to those on work permits, except
under certain conditions) is an important aspect
o labour market exibility, both or the migrants
themselves and their employers. In particular, it
means that there is a positive externality to the
broader sector that accrues when an individual
employer recruits abroad – it widens the overall
talent pool available to the sector. Another
participant was reerred or the job through an
indirect acquaintance. Again, this illustrates that
– surprisingly – recruitment takes place not only
via the established intra-company transfer route
(which is obviously demand-driven), but also via
supply-driven routes, which can be informal and
personal.

A further participant had migrated on a
dependent visa, and found that she was at an
advantage in directly applying to companies, who
saw her application favourably, since they were
not bound by government stipulated knowledge
worker salary requirements in her case. Again,
this is a further example of the labour market
exibility resulting rom the relatively liberal
regime adopted by the Dutch government,
which benets not only individual migrants and
their employers (obviously, the willingness of her
husband tomigrate was in part inuenced by the
fact that his wife would also be able to work) but
also the wider IT sector and perhaps the wider
economy.

Given the availablemigration routes and the data
above, we can conclude that the vast majority o
current Indian migrants to The Netherlands ll
skilled jobs roles, primarily in the IT sector; this is
further supported by the salary data presented
below. However, this leaves open a number
o questions: are the skills general IT skills or
specic skills relevant to individual jobs, and to
what extent do attitudes to work or motivation
play a role? Aggregate data shed little light on
these questions, particularly since themajority o
Indian migrants do not come through the work
permit route, which requires a labour market
test (indicating, at least in theory, that there is no
resident worker available for the role) but rather
through the highly skilled route which requires
no such test.

Our case study participants indicated that Indian
highly skilled workers occupied a niche in the IT

based job roles, where they mostly ll technical
roles like developers. Their view was that if
Indian skilled migrants were not available for
these roles, then most of the companies would
struggle to expand their IT operations in The
Netherlands, which would in turn impact their
global position and growth; they would either
grow more slowly, or choose other locations in
which to expand; in other words, the growth and
expansion of the sector is in part driven by the
availability of skilled Indian workers.

However, beyond these specic skills, more
general attitudes and aptitudes were also seen
as important. One participant noted:

‘Some of these roles require
availability anytime of the day.
To take an example, if the IT
application that support the
plant [to] run goes wrong in the
midnight orwee hours, someone
needs to get up and x it. Until
then there will be a production
loss. Many local employees
remain averse to taking up such
roles.’

This suggests that work attitudes andmotivation
may be a relevant consideration, in that even
some high skilled and highly remunerated jobs
may not be popular among native workers.

d. Wages, taxes and social benets

It is oten asserted that ITrmswith operations in
the EU seek to recruit Indian workers (either EU-
based rms employing Indians, or Indian rms
with IT operations in the EU using intra-company
transfers) for cost reasons; that is, they can use
Indian staff to do work which could otherwise be
performed by native-born staff, but choose not
to do so because they would have to pay higher
wages. However, the available evidence does not
seem to support this hypothesis.

Burgers & Touburg (2013) argue that the
main reason that Indians get recruited to The
Netherlands is because they possess skills that
are not available locally. They agree with the
ndings o Millar & Salt (2008) that, although
there is a cost perspective to labour mobility,
in that it is cheaper to recruit Indians to work in
the rms than to recruit the native workorce,
recruitment and employment decisions are not
primarily based on labour cost considerations.
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Burgers & Touburg (2013:523) conclude that
‘skills are more important than labour costs
when it comes to recruiting Indian software
specialists’ in the Netherlands. This should
not be surprising: although the Dutch visa
scheme for highly skilled workers is relatively
efcient and less bureaucratic than in many
other countries, it nevertheless requires some
investment of time and money on the part of
the employers, as well as the necessary costs of
relocation and so on, so it would not in general
be rational for employers to employ migrants if
similarly skilled domestic residents were easily
available.

Given both the skill and wage levels of the
sector, and the migration routes and channels

Figure 3. Monthly wages of employees born abroad, in 1000s (as on Sept 2014)

Source: Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics

Figure 4. Monthly wages of foreign employees in the IT sector

Source: Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics

described above, it would be expected that
Indian migrants in the IT sector would be a
relatively high earning group. The available
data support this. While the median foreign-
born employee in the Netherlands earns under
2,000 euros/months, the median foreign-born
employee in the IT sector earns between 3,000
and 4,000 euros/month, with a large proportion
earning more than 4,000 euros/months (the
median wage in the Netherlands is just under
3,000 euros/month).

This described all foreign workers in the IT
sector; but within this Asian workers (the
majority o whom are likely to be Indian, as
discussed above), earn somewhat more than
average foreign employees.


